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**FAST Darkweb 3d printing**

**Seller:** darkmarket

**Price:** 1 USD

**PE:** No

**Shipping from:** United States

**Shipping to:** United States

**Currency:** Bitcoin

**Quantity:** 1

**1 USD - Free - 9 days**

**Description**

PM and I will make a custom listing.

- Can print in PLA or NPL (warping occurs but doesn’t affect print much)
- Print in 8 x 8 build platform
- Nothing from guns to skimmers

Most require cleaning up, will clean up for extra, prints are made to be FAST

---

**REALISTIC SILICONE SPFX MASK - MODEL No.2★★★★★**

**Ship from:** Undeclared

**Ship to:** Worldwide

**Qty:** 1 piece

**Delivery variants:**

**Description**

- The most realistic silicone masks on the market!
- More quality product like nothing else.
- The most comfortable, seamless and realistic eyebrows on the market even from up close.
- The movement is amazing.
- Comfort and look are at an other level!

- mask, fake, parsonman, isispizza.SPFX.SILICONE.mask, fake, parsonman, isispizza.SPFX.SILICONE.mask, fake, parsonman, isispizza.SPFX.SILICONE.
Underground cybercrime communities
We are offering top quality cards:

All our cards come with PINs and instructions. You can use them at any ATM worldwide. Our cards are equipped with magnetic strip and chip. Once you purchase, we will email you a Full Guide on how to safely cash out.

Us cards - available balance $3,100 (minimum) and up to $5,000.

Usage:
- ATM
- Stores
- Online

Eu cards - available balance 2,500 Euro (minimum) and up to 4,500 Euro.

Usage:
- ATM
- Stores
USE CASE 1

Are you being talked about on Dark Web?

Only amateurs attack machines; professionals target people

Bruce Schneier
TMObILE INSIDER mentioned

TMObILE INSIDER
“HAlVE TMOBILE INSIDER ONLY WANTS TO DEAL WITH EXISTING ACCOUNTS SOMEONE POINT” Forum Thread
Source: Omerta Carder Forum New Posts by the_professor on Feb 18, 2019, 15:09

Amazon Refund Methods + Insider Knowledge [HUGE] mentioned

Amazon Refund Methods + Insider Knowledge [HUGE]
“Amazon refund methods + insider knowledge [HUGE]” Forum Thread
Source: SmileyForum by theult on Feb 10, 2019, 15:53
https://SmileyForum%20Thread%20Amazon-Refund-Methods-Insider-Knowledge-HUGE?pid=859662#pid859662 • Reference Actions • 1+ reference

Any interests in identity swaps? and Department of Motor Vehicles mentioned

Any interests in identity swaps?
“>>> brother by any chance do you have any DMV insider plug?” Forum Thread
Source: Empire Market Forum by GetFraud on Feb 6, 2019, 18:24

DRANK

Posted in 0day Forum
Posts in thread 1
First posting: Feb 08, 2019, 17:28
Most recent posting: Feb 08, 2019, 17:28
Previous 50 Next 50

Post 1 of 1 by DRANK on Feb 08, 2019, 17:28

Online anonymous crypting service, C/Assembly, $20/crypt

Posted in 0day Forum
Posts in thread 27
First posting: Mar 13 2017, 21:38
Most recent posting: Feb 25 2019, 20:37
Previous 50 Next 50

tune as a cross russian-english forum and all the
Post 24 of 27 by blo0d on Feb 17 2019, 00:00

Hello everyone. Looking for serious hackers to hack a bank. I have an inside man for any onsite malware injection. Serious money to be made. Trust will have to be established to ensure everyone gets his cut. Hit me up at pospeak47@jabber.at
Post 25 of 27 by pospeak47 on Feb 17 2019, 00:00
USE CASE 2

What vulnerabilities should you patch?
75% of CVEs publicly reported online (including dark web sources) before being published to the NIST’s centralized National Vulnerability Database.

6% of CVEs are first mentioned on dark web.

CVE Timeline: Equifax Breach

CVE-2017-5638 had shared exploits immediately after March 2017 public ID.
### CVE-2017-5638 - Vulnerability in CVE

**Critical**  
Risk Score 89  
12 of 18 Risk Rules Triggered

#### Triggered Risk Rules

**NIST Severity: Critical**  
- 1 sighting on 1 source

**Historically Linked to Exploit Kit**  
- 9 sightings on 6 sources including
  - Facebook (@PMaJoire), @bfive, VulnDB Vulnerability Database, @phax0x, 1 related malware: Jeedooss. Most recent tweet: 12/11/2017 18:41
  - Threatpost: 12/11/2017 18:01
  - Twitter: 12/11/2017 18:01

**Historically Linked to Ransomware**  
- 107 sightings on 74 sources including
  - @stevemcgregory, @crawb, blog_trendmicro_com.js, @DrOzDog, Threat Intelligence on Medium. 1 related malware: Cerber. Most recent tweet: Delivering Ransomware via Apache Struts CVE-2017-5638 http://t.co/PhDq5cZxsb @hasescom @HusA_T #Cerber
  - Twitter: 12/11/2017 18:01

**Historically Linked to Remote Access Trojan**  
- 2 sightings on 2 sources
  - Trend Micro, Hackbusters. 2 related malware: Adwind, Proton RAT. Most recent tweet (Jul 11, 2017):

**Recently Linked to Malware**  
- 4 sightings on 4 sources
  - @TheHrikorman, @PaladinCN, @BCyberSec, Netparker, Web Application Security Scanner. 2 related malware: Ransomware, DDoS, Exploitation Injection. Most recent tweet: Apache Struts DDoS, Exploitation Injection (CVE-2017-5638) posted by FrontlineCyberSec on @8483Vault OTC: https://t.co/QfjPuU8p8p. Most recent link (Oct 16, 2017):
    - https://twitter.com/FCLFyberseCore/status/849912552952099394

**Historically Linked to Malware**  
- 140 sightings on 115 sources including
  - @securityhug, @tagweyner, @BrennanL, @Kpmok - Pentest Tools for your Security Analyst, Facebook. 18 related malware including Infostealer, Ransomware, Badlobo, Banking Trojan, DDoS, Exploitation Injection. Most recent tweet: Delivering...

---

**WebShell Cyber attack**

白帽说：一句话让你流失财富

通常会被设计在http的请求包中，对服务器进行攻击。如：攻击者利用ME vulnerability to deploy WebShell,攻击者利用http的请求包中，对服务器的ME vulnerability to deploy WebShell,对服务器的ME vulnerability to deploy WebShell,对服务器的ME vulnerability to deploy WebShell。...
Educate yourself and your stakeholders on what the dark web is (and isn’t!).

Swathes of what you will find down there will not relate directly to your security at all. Find efficient ways to monitor for what does.